Introduction
Only twice since 1886, when records began [Neumann et al., 1993] , has an Atlantic season seen either more tropical storms or more hurricanes than in 1995. Table 1 When and where did the 1995 anomalous (i.e. with respect to the 50-year average levels) hurricane activity form? Atlantic tropical cyclone activity peaks in the 3-month AugustSeptember-October (ASO) period when 85% of storms form (Shapiro, 1987) . A similar temporal distribution occurred in 1995 with 84% of storms active during the ASO period. What is different in 1995 is the main region of storm formation. SST have been reported [Carlson, 1971; Shapiro, 1982; Raper, 1990] , but these studies are limited by not correlating SSTs with concurrent tropical storm activity [Shapiro, 1982; Raper, 1990] and by examining only 5 years [Carlson, 1971] . 'Anomalous' again means the number above the 50-year average values of 3.1 (NTS) and 2.1 (NH) (see Table 2 ). Errors are expressed to 95% confidence. All environmental factors, with the exception of SAHEL whose effect was neutral, had a positive influence on the 1995 anomalous activity. However, SST with its largest anomaly (Table 3) [Emanuel, 1986] , thereby leading to the onset of deep convection and the development of a warm core above-10km altitude [Holland, 1997] . Penetration of the trade-inversion arises from the increased sensible and latent heat warming of boundary layer air as it moves over higher SST water. This warming leads to shallow cumulus convection which mixes the moist surface air with dry air above the inversion The convection also mixes dry air towards the surface which further increases evaporation from the ocean into the boundary layer [Wells, 1986) 10ø-20øN, 20ø-60øW . While all known environmental factors apart from Sahel rainfall were favourable for hurricane development in 1995, we find that a record sea surface temperature warming within the development region had statistically the dominant influence. This result is based on the regression analysis of-45 years of data.
